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Download >>> http://bit.ly/2JXuUY1

About This Game

4 PLAYER LOCAL AND ONLINE MULTIPLAYERPlay locally with friends or across the inter-webs. You won't have to leave the house anymore to experience life.

A FUN AND SIMPLE LIFE SIMULATION
You now have the ability to beat your more successful friends with this fake life simulator. To win the game, you have to work
your way up the corporate ladder, educate yourself and keep your sanity. This might seem easy, but working and studying your

ass off will strain even the most iron-willed of your friends. It almost seems like there is no time to relax!
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SINGLE PLAYER MODE
Beat your high-score in single player mode or compete against a Computer Player. You'll be surprised and sad when even the
computer is better at life than you are. Experience years of human life in mere weeks. It's like reliving a nightmare over and

over again.

CUSTOMIZE YOURSELF AND YOUR LIFESTYLEIndulge in a materialistic lifestyle. Money can't buy you love but it will buy that flat-screen TV and a sweet surround sound
system. Nothing beats customizing your apartment with all kinds of fantastic items. Don't worry, no in game purchase required!
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Title: No Time to Relax
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Porcelain Fortress
Publisher:
Porcelain Fortress
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: 1.5GHZ +

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM Intel HD 4000 / GeForce 200 Series / Radeon HD 4000 Series

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,French,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Great game, both nostalgic and modern. The artwork is hilarious and the game play is fun.. Saw this game from Chilled Chaos
on YouTube.

It's really fun to play especially with friends, however i would prefer to have a single player mode where endless mode happens
or a much longer rounds than 30 weeks.

Really good game, smooth even though it's an early access game.. Truly a great game and I love it, especially the marathon mode
is awesome. I recommend playing this game and joining the discord. Its like the game of life, but in my opinion better.. you're
either gonna end up with 4 weeks of food in your fridge or eating your feelings away at clucker's every goddamn day, but it's
always fun watching your friends having a rough week and running around naked.

remember: furniture and decorations = good mental health + losing to a dude who stacks up money and never buys anything. A
Youtuber I watch played this with some friends and it looked really fun so I bought it half-way through the video and man that
was a good decision. Played with the AI and I learned a lot actually from it. I suggest there be a mode where it's the first to max
out all the stats without a time limit or even a setting where you can manually set the amount of points in each win condition just
so there's a possibility of longer games. I can really see hour or hour and a half long games. Still in Early Access so there's a lot
more potential in this game. More random events and possibly events that can even out the game if a player gets a bit too
successful. Then again, it is a Life game so some people are just way more successful than others~ Otherwise, great so far and I
look forward to future updates.. I love this game. It's one of those games that I boot up on a weekend, while I smoke my bong,
and play some music in the background. It's the perfect "self-care and chill" type of game where you don't want to be bothered
with toxic gamers, an aggressively competitive mentality, or exert too much mental energy. I'll play this game while I'm catching
up on a tv show, listening to a lecture, or scrolling through Reddit between turns.

If you don't have a "casual" game in your Steam Library for days where you just don't want to feel worked up and frustrated, get
this game.

A trick to find people to play with is to host your own game and simply wait 2-3 minutes. Don't spend too much time hitting
"refresh" hoping to join someone else's game. You can also meet other players in their Discord server: 
https://discord.gg/T4u4XJG

To balance this review out with some criticism: I know this game is early-access but I wish there was something to do while
waiting for my turn. I generally just tab out and chat on Discord or read Reddit, but I am hoping that instead of being forced to
watch what the other player is doing, I could click around on my own. Maybe i can click on the buildings and see how much
more points I need to get a work promotion or how much money an item is so i can budget/plan my next moves while another
player is going. That way, I don't have to waste "time" running to the job center just to check, or waste time clicking to see
prices went up at the store so I have to run all the way back to my job and make more money.

I also didn't really know what the point of the game was when I first booted it up. I assumed it was like "Life" where i get a job,
married, have kids, and it doesn't seem to be the case. I now know that the goal is to score the highest in health, money,
education, and happiness, but it took me a play or two to realize that those things counted towards end game.

My ultimate verdict is: For an early access game, this has a lot of promise and I'm excited to see where it goes. I hope the
community grows bigger because I can see myself playing this game a lot to blow off steam during work breaks and weekends.
I'm keeping an eye on this game and I'm glad I bought it.
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I've always been a big fan of Jones in the Fast Lane. Everyone I've ever played it with, young and old has enjoyed playing it.

This is essentially a modern remake of that game, not much is changed about it other than maybe the addition of some quality of
life. The game feels like it's somewhat lacking in the charm that Jones had, but overall is a good remake. The price is a bit steep
and it would have been better to buy on console if it was available so the family could play in the living room instead of
hunching around the computer.

My only gripe was I played the first game on "medium" length which felt too short, it feels like you haven't gotten very far by
the time "medium" is up - probably just play the game on marathon mode.. Awesome game, absolutely love it, and awesome
tutorial, easy 5 stars hope u enjoy!. Awesome game to play with friends in a group or a duo!. My first impression - I luv it.

Perfect when you only have a little time to play (e.g. lunch breaks, waiting for someone,) or just feel like killing time.

A single game is 10-15 min. And you can play with friends (and enemies), both online and hotseat, or just against the computer.

So far so good.. I bought this on a whim because a friend told me to buy it. Hands down one of my favorite games to stream and
unwind with. There is so much to do in the game and each person can take different strategies in order to win. Now I just want
more to be added to the game. Larger maps with more locations with an option that lets the host pick the amount of turns they
want to run. Very highly recommend this game for the low price. Can't wait to see what Porcelain Fortress brings to the table
next. High hopes!. you're either gonna end up with 4 weeks of food in your fridge or eating your feelings away at clucker's every
goddamn day, but it's always fun watching your friends having a rough week and running around naked.

remember: furniture and decorations = good mental health + losing to a dude who stacks up money and never buys anything

Beta Version 0.9 aka Multiplayer Mayhem:

New Features. Beta version 0.8.3 update:
We've been working hard on the game since our last update. Online multiplayer is almost ready to go live and should be
included in the next update.

A lot of our time has gone into getting multiplayer up and running. Having to restructure our code in several places broke the
single player game. We thus have been unable to get a new update running until now. Sorry for the wait!

New Features. Update 0.9.11 - Big language update:
Hello everybody!

This here is our big language update. We already had German and have now added Russian, Simplified-Chinese, Brazilian
Portuguese and French!

There may be one or two texts here and there missing translations, if you run into any please let us know (or if you see any
incorrect translations).

Since we launched most of our time has been spent on fixing bugs and tweaking core game-play mechanics (with the feedback
we've been getting from the community). But now it's time we focus on adding new content to the game!

You can see the Timeline here

New Languages. Update 0.9.4 (Bug-fix Update):
We've been hard at work fixing bugs and here is the fruit of that labor. It's not a huge update but we wanted to keep a regular
update schedule. We will have some cool new features soon™.
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Fixes. Our Kickstarter was a success!:
Our little Kickstarter campaign has finished successfully!

We are super excited for February! We are now implementing online multiplayer and applying some final touches for the beta
which starts in 3 weeks!

Let us know if you want to know more!

. Version 0.9.8.2 Multiplayer Stability (+Clothes & Work XP):
Phew! This update has been a real doozy!

First, you should update to this version as soon as possible if you want to enjoy online gameplay.

We spent three days to begin with, trying to discover the cause of the Game is Full bug. We went through every piece of code
that somehow connects to online play and were not able to identify it with 100% certainty.

So we decided to throw out our network service and swap it for another, much saner one. We spent the next week and a half
implementing the new service and testing it before launching it for you guys'n gals now.

New Features
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